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Types of Electric Motors

Types of Electric Motors
RULER GROUP has built up decades of world-class expertise 
in repairing electric
motors. We provide services on all types, sizes and brands 
of electric motors,
including:
AC motors
DC motors
Low, Medium and High Voltage electric motors
Ex motors
Submerged motors
Traction motors
Stirrer motors / LDPE Autoclave reactor motors
High temperature and high frequency electro motors
Canned motor pumps

RULER GROUP has built up decades of world-class expertise in repairing 
electric motors. We provide services on all types, sizes and brands of 
electric motors, including:

Our services range from standard inspections and 
overhauls to complete rewinds. In addition, our 
engineers are capable of re-engineering and 
upgrading electric motors to be more efficient and 
durable.

A repair or overhaul of an electric motor generally 
consists of an Inspection, Repair/ Modification and a 
final Report.

ELECTRIK

MOTOR SERVİCES

AC & DC MOTOR
MAINTENANCE

& CARE
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Inspection
The first step when repairing an electric motor is the 
inspection. Our electrical test facilities perform an ”In 
Test” that includes unloaded electrical tests and 
vibration measurements.

Visual inspection
Disassembly + visual inspection of parts
Dimensional measurements
Check of probes and sensors (if present)
Oil sampling & check In test
Electrical (without load)
Vibration measurement
Megger test
When the inspection is finished, an inspection
report is drawn up with recommendations for repair.
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Execution
of works

After approval of the recommendations for repair,
the execution of the repair / overhaul works begins.

The scope of work may vary, but can include:

Cleaning, steaming and drying
Sandblasting

Preparation of technical drawings for machining by in-house engineering team
Rewinding

Stator
Rotor

Electric brakes
Machining of parts (bearing housings, rotors, motor feet, …)

If necessary
Welding of rotors, stators, frames, shaft locks, … with support of engineering team for 

welding
procedures, material analyses.

Balancing of rotating parts
Assembly

Coating of exterior
Final testing
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MAINTENANCE,
REWINDING &
COMPLETE
RENEWAL OF LDPE
AUTOCLAVE REACTOR
MOTORS

  ggn the manufacturing of LDPE (low-density 
polyethylene) using the autoclave process, stirrer motors 
(or chemical reactor vessel motors) are critical to the 
production. Breakdowns immediately result in economic 
and production losses. RULERROLL has decades of 
experience in repairing and rewinding LDPE autoclave 
reactor motors for leading LPDE manufacturers 
throughout
the world.
Our extensive know how and engineering capabilities 
ensure that the
optimal repair methods are selected at all times and that 
the stirrer motors perform according to specifications.
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Harsh conditions
An LDPE autoclave reactor is a particularly harsh 
environment in which the stirrer motor is submerged in 
liquid ethylene. The stirrer motor is used to mix the LDPE 
inside the reactor vessel. Inside the reactor vessel, 
pressures up to 3500 bar are required to achieve optimal 
conditions for the production of LDPE at the desired flow.
Temperatures inside the reactor reach up to 290°C at the 
bottom zone. These conditions are extremely tough and 
challenge the lifetime of all components
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Common Problems P
Bearing Failures
To prevent any oil or lubricants from polluting the product, the motor itself is 
cooled and lubricated by injected gasses. The downside of this lubrication 
method is that the lifetime of the bearings is reduced significantly. Thus, 
bearing failures are common causes for breakdowns of stirrer motors.

Decomposition
Due to the combination of high pressure and temperature, the LDPE 
autoclave process is prone to decomposition. Decomposition can be 
triggered by events in the production process. In case of decomposition, the 
product explodes, followed by a rapid pressure drop when the safety valve 
opens to release the product. The explosion and the pressure drop can 
severely damage a stirrer motor and a full inspection is advised to ensure 
reliable performance of the electric motor.

Services 
RULEROLL – From 

Preventive & 
Curative 

maintenance
to complete 

renewal

     reventive Maintenance
As stirrer motors are critical to the production process, preventive 
maintenance is inevitable to safeguard a reliable operation. Stirrer motors 
are swapped regularly with spare motors when the product is changed. 
Motors that have been replaced can be checked preventively. This includes 
electric and vibration measurements, a check of the winding for looseness 
and a bearing replacement.

Curative Maintenance – Rewinding
In case the motor does breakdown,Rulerroll is fully equipped to repair and 
rewind autoclave reactor motors. The insulation material and resin used by 
Rulerroll have been thoroughly tested and approved for use with ethylene 
gas and can withstand the conditions inside the autoclave.

Complete Renewal
More severe damages may require a partial or entire renewal of the motor.
Rulerroll offers the renewal of key components of the electric motor such as 
the stator core, the casing and the rotor. The time to rebuild a motor is 
usually a lot shorter than the lead time required to order a new motor. As 
these motors are critical to the production process, many customers prefer 
rebuilding the motor when possible.
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A repair is the perfect moment for improvements to the motor, we do so 
by applying high quality materials, improving designs and evaluating 
the functionality within the process.
Our Engineered Services vision is based on the idea that maintenance 
and reliability solutions for rotating equipment are the foundation for 
improving reliability, output and efficiency of the production process.
Depending on the product and process, the most fitting materials and 
components for the application are selected by our in-house 
Engineering department in agreement with the customer. This results in 
a tailor made maintenance approach that is aimed to improve the 
reliability and durability of the equipment within the customer’s specific 
process.

Engineered Services 

Improved Reliability & Durability
Your benefits
RULERROLL provides a full solution for 
autoclave reactor motors that offers the 
following benefits:
Decades of experience in stirrer motor repairs for 
clients around the world
1 partner for maintenance, repair and rebuilding 
motors
Expert team of electrical engineers
Tailor made solutions for your application
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The first inspections for high voltage motors are usually carried out 
on site. Dismantling the high voltage motor is usually not 
necessary, because we can make a “technical snapshot” using 
endoscopy or non-destructive material testing. The motor’s 
isolation value motor is determined by high voltage 
measurements such as DLA-measurements and Partial Discharge 
(PD or partial discharge) measurements. These measurements 
result show a clear picture of the motor’s condition and offer an 
indication of the remaining lifetime. An extensive inspection can 
be carried out if more detailed information is required about the 
condition of the motor. For these extensive inspections, 
end-plates need to be removed to allow for elaborate electrical 
measurements and mechanical inspections. As part of an 
extensive inspection, we also perform small repairs on the 
windings and isolation of both the rotor and stator.

RULER GROUP has 
decades of experience 
with the maintenance 
and rewinding of high 
voltage motors. The work 
for high voltage motors 
can be divided into 
onsite inspectionsvand 
workshop repairs.

Onsite
inspections
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The first inspections for high voltage motors are usually 
carried out on site. Apart from onsite inspections, Rulerroll 
also offers the option to monitor the condition of the motor 
while it is in operation by using online monitoring. The 
advantage of online monitoring is, that the motor will be 
measured 24 hours a day and that we can intervene if 
necessary.

If the inspections show that the 
operational reliability of the high 
voltage motor can no longer be 
guaranteed, an on site inspection is not 
enough. During a standard revision, the 
motor is be cleaned and dismantled. In 
addition, all seals and bearings are 
replaced.

In case of severe aging or damage to the windings, the only 
solution is to rewind the motor in most cases. The lead time 
for rewinding high voltage motors is often shorter than the 
delivery time for a replacement motor. Before we can start 
winding the high voltage motors, the coils have to be 
completely measured and reverse engineered. Apart from 
winding high voltage motors in the workshop, we can also 
take care of the revision and replacement of laminated 
cores. By using the latest materials, our engineering 
department can improve the efficiency and life expectancy 
of the high voltage motor. When the winding is finished, the 
motor is assembled and the mechanical
and electrical aspects are checked in detail.

Online Monitoring
Repairs in the
work shop

Rewinding of high voltage motors
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Canned Motor Pumps

Rewinding of Canned Motor Pumps

A common problem with canned motor pumps is that the 
winding gets damaged when the pump fails. The delivery time 
for new pumps of this type is usually several months, but 
rewinding canned motor pumps can be finished within two 
weeks in most cases.

This type of pump is submerged in fluid, therefore it is important 
that the pomp is hermetically sealed. Rewinding canned motor 
pumps demands specific knowledge and experience to ensure 
reliability after repairs. Rulerroll repairs according to the 
following scope:

Testing of pump stator in test bench
Disassembly of bushing

Recording winding data
Sandblasting

Making new coils
Isolating Stator

Supplying seals (depending on product)
Rewinding of the pump

Welding and installing of stainless steel bushing
Pressure testing

Testing of the welds
Testing of stator in test bench

REWINDING OF
CANNED MOTOR PUMPS
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RECTANGULAR
LIFTING MAGNETS

FOR HANDLING BILLETS

BEAM BLANKS
SLABS

PLATES
SHEETS
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Transport of Billets, Beam Blanks, Slabs, Plates,Sheets.

Lifting of Hot Billets (upto 600˚C) from CoolingBeds on a Continuous Casting Machine.

Handling of Steel Billets at room temperature inthe storage area.

Picking up Steel Slabs from Cooling Beds.

Special design Slab Turning Magnets available.

Handling of Beam Blanks in a Steel mill.

Handling of Steel Sheets and Plates.

Loading/Unloading from trucks andrailway wagons.

Magnets are available in standard widthsof 220 to 660 mm and in standard lengthsof 600 to 2200 
mm. Other sizes can besupplied on request.

All Lifting Magnets are characterized byfunctional design and solid construction.

With every magnet device, we also supplythe relevant power supply on request –with and without 
back-up batteries – aswell as the requisite accessories.

Rectangular Magnets – Series LMQ-B,
are mainly used for the following applications:
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ADVANTAGES
Saving in man-power costs.
No additional personnel required due to reduced risk of 
accidents, increased safety.
No damage of material due to use of mechanical 
handling devices.
Convenient operation using Radio Remote Control or 
Pendant Control at safe distance. Alternately,from the 
Crane Cabin.
Material can be carefully and precisely stocked and 
stored with optimal utilization of floor space andhead 
room available under the crane. R
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